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Abstract
Succession planning is an integral part of  every business but how many houses actually realize this questionable. In India, even the big business
houses are comfortable in discussing these matters in board meetings. Business in India is more like a property where one individual owns
and further passed on to family member only. In recent past there has been tremendous change in our patterns of succession planning. Thus
this article throws some light on these issues of succession planning in family owned businesses in India. The data have been collected from
different Small and Medium Enterprises in automotive component Industry. The samples have been chosen out of  family owned businesses
(FOBs) only. The data have been collected from Delhi and National capital region of India. The data was collected from Chairman, Managing
Director, Executive Director and Board members of  the enterprises. The data is collected in two forms through Face to face interview with
four basic questions. Further the data has been represented by content analysis of the respondents.
Keywords: Emotions, Succession planning, Family and Stress.

Succession Planning has beenan issue of concern for most
of the business houses in India and aboard. Succession
planning has been used to describea wide variety of activities
involvingthe planning for key transitions in leadershipwithin
organizations. The practice has beenaround since at least the
beginning of recorded history in one form or another;
itsstrongest (or, at least, its best documented)roots are in
situations where power transitionsroutinely took place within
family networks—for example, royal families and family-
owned business empires. In more recent years,
successionplanning has been practiced more routinelyand
systematically in a large number of largerorganizations (Rioux
& Bernthal, 1999) andat levels far below the senior
leadership.As in any organizational situation inwhich jobs
or promotions are at stake, successionplanning often becomes
a highly politicizedprocess, and the use of outside
consultantsis often sought. Beyond the value ofhaving an
objective third party involved, consultantscan provide a
systematic approach tosuccession planning, which will
hopefullymake the process more efficient and effectivefor
the client organizations. There are a host of psychological
and social considerations in developing a succession plan.
Among them are what to dowith the newfound time
afforded after the implementation of a succession plan that
brings retirement. Another is that how you will feel about
the possible loss of status and whether you will miss the
rewards of accomplishments. (Russ Jones, 2003). Except
for a few cases of failures, many Indian family businesses
have seen more than two or three generations and more so
in the case of Coimbatore region (K Dr. R Nandagopal,
Ms.V.Thilakam Nagaraj, 2008). Family as a social institution
is one of  the oldest surviving (Goode, 1982), but only in
recent years family business, an important arm of it started
receiving academic attention. After a detailed review of the
existing literature, Zahra and Sharma (2004) concluded that
family business research has a long way to go from the
present fragmented and descriptive state. The country has a
rich history and tradition of strong family ties and family
businesses have long been a part of the Indian culture.
Indian family businesses, thus, provide an interesting setting

to understand the impact of management succession on
firm value. However, it is only in recent years that efforts
have been made to undertake serious empirical research in
this emerging young discipline. The relationship between
family businesses and various aspects of succession has not
been investigated much. Researchers have argued that
determinants of a successful succession can range from the
subsequent financial performance of the firm after succession,
the satisfaction of various stakeholders with the succession
performance, to the ultimate viability or the survival of  the
firm (Miller, Steier and Miller, 2003).
Although with latest trends seen in succession planning, a
lot of FOBs are going of non family member as successor.
But in a report by Bain & Co., almost 70% of  top
management hesitate to discuss issue related to succession
planning in any board meeting. Thus a need arises, to
understand the process of succession planning in reference
of  Industrial/ Organisation Psychology (I/O) way.
Literature Review
There are a number of  researches, surveys and studies
conducted in this topic. The studies have beenconducted in
varied dimensions and also across various sectors of the
industry. Here are some of  the studies that were conducted
by researchers across the globe on “Succession Planning”.
Literature review is basically collection of literature or past
records on a particular topic. It serves as the foundation for
further studies. This is basically a preamble of any thesis.
Thus it includes a through effort to capture or collect the
entire related document or researches done in past. The
Literature is collected with the intention of having a holistic
as well as integrated approach towards Succession Planning.
On the basis of various papers it is evident that succession
planning is most of the times not very well planned by the
companies. Despite of the fact the top management
understands the importance of the succession planning;
they don’t make a technical procedure of going through.
Most of the papers also reveal that succession planning is
basically a part of human resource management. Thus the
company should identify a suitable talent, develop, retain
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and then position at right place. Most of the paper collected
also explains one or other succession model, which may be
followed by companies. But one common point among all
the papers is that succession planning is only possible with
the support and commitment of top management. Most
of the researches in this topic are still very confidential and
critical. Thus most of the researchers have done it qualitative,
because planners avoid themselves from converting it into
black and white. On the basis of papers read, we can very
well identify that succession planning is not a comfortable
zone of top management to discuss and put it into
documents.
From various literatures, it is evident that succession planning
is a strategic issue for organisation’s success and survival.
Although the papers had a widespread range of various
issues like complexity of  company, size of  the company,
interim CEO, environment to outside/inside approach. But
out of  all the papers one commonality is that an organization’s
succession can be calculated from its financial performance. It
is also visible that despite of understanding the criticality of
the issue, the companies don’t plan it. Second most important
finding is that, even today companies prefer insider or in-
house successor rather than outsider.
On the basis of data available, it is visible that succession
planning is an important concern for most of the companies
across the world. One of the common factors is almost all
the paper is that the researchers have connected succession
planning with financial performance. Although many studies
have proven it also that it is not the real indicator; yet it is
treated. The researchers across the globe are doing research
on this topic but none of the companies really declare their
succession plan. With the data, it is evident that companies
do prepare a contingency plan but a strategic one. Moreover,
a more point is that females are treated as an option as
successors. Many factors like leadership, diversity, planning,
successor’s characteristics and company’s size were also
considered.
We can very well identify that India too is focusing on
Succession Planning. It is there but neither in right forms
nor in rights same. Indian firm seems to be more reactive
towards succession plans than proactive. In fact most of the
studies reveal lack of  focus in leadership. Also most of  the
paper discusses a lot of challenges of in Family owned
business due to Family factor coming in business. Also it
is visible that the studies are more for large companies
unlike other countries. Thus there is shortage of data of
succession planning in SMEs. Succession Planning requires
a lot of exercise but Indian companies are still not prepared,
in fact most of them think it as natural process passing the
charge to their son/ heir apparent. In fact in India very rare
researches have been done on SMEs especially in Automotive
component Industry.
Most of the paper represents the practices followed by best
of the companies. In fact a lot of papers have connected
succession planning with leadership. But one of  the most

important aspects which were highlighted in few papers is
the emotion. There are evidences which prove that emotional
quotient holds due weight age in succession planning. These
papers have created a lot of question as to how emotions
are linked with selecting the right candidate and to extend
they are correct.
After almost referring to 150 paper including surveys, research
paper, articles etc. It is been observed that most of  the
Family businesses do have an emotional inclination towards
their business but this area is neither documented nor
researched. A family business floats between two important
eco systems of family and business, thus to strike out a
balance is quite difficult in most of the cases.
Research Problem
With the Literature review, the gap between planning and
execution is clearly reflected. It is also seen that most of the
family businesses face interference from family members.
Thus there seems to some psychological and emotional side
of  succession planning. Most of  the studies are focusing on
patterns and practices of succession planning in Family
owned business. But none of them is capturing the dynamics
with which it is planned or floats. This leads to a research
problem of understanding few key issues or research
questions like: Why do family businesses prefer family
members over non family members? Is selection of family
members is an outcome of emotional and psychological
stress? Does the family and social value system of India,
hits the decision making of next successors? Why do
companies in India, still hesitate to discuss Succession
Planning in Board rooms and Family?
Research Objective
The objective of the study is to identify the existence of;
Emotional Influence (EI) and Family Interference (FI) in
Succession Planning with special reference to Family Owned
Small and Medium Enterprises of India.
Research Methodology
The research design is exploratory. The data collected is
primary in nature. The information is collected through face
to face interview with structured questions. The sample is
judgmental. The information is from 15 Director, Managing
Director and CEOs of SMEs. Out of the total sample, 50%
of them are from small enterprise and rest 50% from
medium enterprise. The scope of study is extended to Auto
Component Manufacturing units in Delhi & National
Capital Region (NCR) of India. The data collected is
qualitative in nature. Thus it is further analysed through
content analysis. In content Analysis, relational analysis
approach has been applied with semantic mode of finding
similar words or texts or responses. Semantic mode is created
with coding and structuring linguistic units presented by
each respondent.
Information about Respondents
The Government of  India has enacted the Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises Development (MSMED) Act, 2006 in
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terms of  which the definition of  micro, small and medium
enterprises are - (a) Enterprises engaged in the manufacture
or production, processing or preservation of  goods and (b)
Enterprises engaged in providing or rendering of  services.
But for the above mentioned objective only category (a)
applies and hence as specified below: (i) A micro enterprise
is an enterprise where investment in plant and machinery
does not exceed Rs. 25 lakh; (ii) A small enterprise is an
enterprise where the investment in plant and machinery is
more than Rs. 25 lakh but does not exceed Rs. 5 crore; and
(iii) A medium enterprise is an enterprise where the
investment in plant and machinery is more than Rs.5 crore
but does not exceed Rs.10 crore.

The interview tool included several questions categories: 1)
Background Information; 2) Presence of HRM function; 3)
Succession planning decision; 4) Succession planning process;5)
General information about Family response post succession.
The interview lasting from 60-90 minutes, were recorded.
Data Collection: The data is collected through face to face
interview from various respondents. The questions were
asked in a snowball effect. Hence the comfort level of the
respondent was kept in mind as the issue of succession
Planning is quite critical to the owners. The data analysis
approach involved working inductively from specific points
in the data (eg there response to family influence in decision
making of successors) while simultaneously working
deductively from larger body of  contextualizing the study.
The recorded data is analysed line by line and compared to

draw conclusions. Once the initial analysis was complete, all
important lines were coded, categorised and collapsed into
major themes that reflect various influences present in the
succession planning of family owned business. For each
primary theme, data excerpted to provide examples of
Emotional influence in the succession planning issues of
the Family Businesses.
Findings: The themes in this section were identified as key
factors related to family dynamics and emotions that influence
the succession planning in small and medium FOB.
Formal policies for succession planning: Most of the
respondents feel that the business will naturally be transferred
to their heir. In case of siblings, elder one will get the right
first and then to younger. Only one respondent felt that
there is a need to put policies of succession planning to
assure the continuity of leadership even in crisis and also
seems to be working towards the same. The following
comments were made by the head of the organisation,
which are generally passive and indirect, most of them.
One has to be futuristic in approach towards running a
business. So rather than taking abrupt decision at eleventh
hour, it should be well planned. Sooner or later any business
which survives more than one generation, has to go ahead
with planning more efficiently. And succession is one of  the
major decisions. We are in this age of  unpredictability in
terms of social, business, political and economic changes.
Thus at least in-houses planning can be done appropriately
to behave proactively towards change. We still hesitate to
discuss it in board rooms due to simple reason that
succession planning is a very critical and confidential issue.
Moreover, ours is a very closed and small business. Succession
planning is a mere formality in FOBs and thus there is no
such requirement of raising a discussion in board rooms or
writing policies. They are only addressed when successors is
decided, only to orient people with upcoming change.
Interference of family members in decision: Most of the
Family businesses struggle between two ecosystems namely
Family and Society. Thus both the ecosystems interfere with
each other constantly. Practically it is very difficult to separate
these two ecosystems. Most of them stay in tune to Family
as well as Social value with the business. Most of them
agreed that there is interference from family members in
decision of successor, probably because family is a stakeholder
in such businesses.
Preference of family member as successor over non family
member: Head of the organisation generally feel that it is
a natural transfer of control and ownership to their children.
Almost all of them prefer Family members over Non family
member due to multiple reasons like trust, risk, sustainability,
goodwill etc. Few comments referring to same - It minimises
the risk, since you know your family and moreover in case
of contingency a family members will always favour the
organisation not his self interest unlike non family members.
Since I have got this business naturally from my father, my
son will continue the tradition. Any family business has a
lot of stake holding from the family members and thus
even though one may prefer non family members but due
to unwanted influence, you have to choose family member.
We don’t discuss these issues in board room with the simple
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logic that succession is applicable to family members only
then why unnecessary create a confusion.
Emotional influence in selecting successor: Most of the
respondent realise that choosing successor among family is
naturally a sign of emotional influence. Although they also
confessed that it restricts their choice at times. The response
of few respondents is - A family business is an amalgation
of two big components namely family and business. Thus
one needs to maintain balance between the two. Hence the
selection of successor is an outcome of emotional influence.
In any family business, family holds maximum stake and so
it becomes essential to adjust and accommodate the emotion
and psychological pressure/ stress which comes from family.
Selection of the successor is purely on the basis of potential
and competency of the individual, because if it is not done
wisely then the turnaround in negative direction can also come.
Family and social values hit the decision: In India, family
and social values dominate most of the decision and
succession planning is no different.The responses were a
mix of agreement and disagreement on the issue. But
certainly it was visible that in India businesses are more
emotionally run instead of  professionally. Most of  the
decisions in Indian context are individual driven rather than
process driven. The comments of the respondents - A SME
is always leadership centric and thus the decision making
tends to be more inclined towards the thinking of the
leader. If leader is balanced, everything else will fall in its
own placeotherwise it will be disastrous. So are we. In
FOBs, everything is not in black and white. There are so
many grey shades within the organisation. The system of
succession planning is purely on the basis of certain
influences. Most of the FOBs realise the importance of
having proper policies and procedure for succession planning
but because of undue interference from family members,
they generally don’t do. In fact most of  them also feel that
it should be planned only when the family is huge with large
numbers of  siblings. Otherwise in case of  small family, this
process is so natural to be carried forward to the next one.
Discussion
There is a lot of difference in succession planning of Small
and Medium Enterprises.Small enterprises are generally in
first generation and hence they feel secure by passing
succession to their family members. Almost all the enterprises
revealed that all SMEs are focusing on sustainability in first
generation, they expand in second generation and they
diversify in third generation.
The family has complex structure then the business should
be divided amongst all. And if the family is simple then let
it be handled by professionals. There is a huge difference
between small and medium enterprise. Medium enterprises
are generally in second and third generation. Hence they are
open to experiment and pass succession to non family
members/ professionals also.Small Enterprises are still
struggling to find their space and balance between two eco
systems namely family and business.Medium Enterprises are
relatively stable and settled.Most of the Small enterprises feel
that by passing their succession to family members minimizes
risk in future. Since they have limited finances also. Thus they
emphasize on selecting a family member as successor.
Most of the SMEs understand the importance of succession

planning and also feels that there should be formal policy.
But unfortunately almost none of them have it. Although
with the changing times they started formalizing it and will
put it on paper soon, before they face real trouble.Both
Small as well as Medium enterprises identify succession
planning as an integral part of strategic management but in
reality there is no formal policy for this.
Accordingly, emotions are integral part of  one personality
and thus they agreed that nevertheless emotions are there
but the decision have to be balance of all. Although almost
every organization stated different reasons for succession
planning but majority of them expressed expansion,
sustainability, talent management and owner’s age as few
dominant reasons.
Research limitations and Implication for future research
There are two limitations to the study reported here. First,
due to small group, the findings cannot be generalised to
a large population with the measurable confidence. Second,
the interview method used in the study provided
respondents’ data on few issues only. Although the findings
provide an insight into groups of similar characteristics on
succession planning. But it can be further studied with
diverse groups.
Further study can be done on major issues likesibling rivalry,
communication, financial matters and many more as an
antecedent in succession planning.
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